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Classroom Management Plan

The beginning of the semester is when new students are exposed to an educator’s expectations,

classroom rules and classroom culture. This first week of classes should be approached with

patience, as students are still learning what is being asked of them specifically.

● The First Day: On the first day I like to let students choose where they will sit. Ideally I

would have desks ordered in rows and columns for the students to sit in, facing the front

for lecturing times, so they can see the board. Lab tables would ideally be in the back of

the room and used for collaborative work or lab times. I would let students know that

the expectation is for them to turn in their phones at the beginning of class to the front

of the room and give them some time to do so. After they have done so, I would go

through the syllabus with them and discuss the bathroom policy. I believe that if

students ask to use the restroom appropriately they should be allowed to go when they

need to. It will be emphasized that they are not to linger in the halls however. The

agenda for the day will be posted in a place that all students can reference when they

enter the room. I always like to do an activity to get to know them, and for them to get

to know me. This type of activity will feature the children entering facts about

themselves into the Bingo squares, we will play Bingo and then I will keep the Bingo

sheets so that I can read the entries (Getting to know you Bingo, Figure 1). I will tell the

students about myself, as it is important for me for them to understand that while I am

their educator, I am also my own unique person, just as they are. Their first 5 points will

come from an open syllabus quiz that will be assigned at the end of the period and due

at the beginning of class time the following day. The syllabus quiz will cover test

procedures, late work, class materials and expectations. It will be taken on Google

Classroom. I will integrate formative assessment either through bell work, entry or exit

tickets.

Figure 1. Getting to Know You Bingo! (Example)

Cherry Coke Likes Cats Likes to Listen to
Music when working

Enjoys Science Pizza

Has a Sister Pink Likes board games Green Has a dog

Likes Volleyball Coffee Free Space! Enjoys Gardening Likes to Read

Yoga Singing Has a Brother Movies Ride my Bike

Learns from reading Has drivers license Has a job Walking dogs swimming
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● The Second Day: After the syllabus quiz we will determine as a class what kind of

learning style each individual has through a learning styles/multiple intelligences

survey. The students will determine if they are a “beach ball”, “puppy”, “microscope” or

“clipboard”. This determination will assist me in differentiation for all multiple

intelligence types. (Figures 2-5)

Figure 2. Intelligence Types
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Figure 3. Similarities and Differences of Intelligence Styles Matrix

Figure 4. Multiple Intelligences Test (Spencer and Miguel Kaplan: Multiple Intelligences)
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Figure 5. Multiple Intelligences Profile

● The Remainder of the first week: Students will start on the material listed in the

syllabus, choose lab partners, and will be prompted to begin thinking of a topic for their

personal project that will be presented at the end of the semester. We will discuss lab

safety and lab procedures the day before our first lab.
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Beginning of Class Procedures:

1. Turn in Phone.

2. Find Seat.

3. Turn in any assignments that are due to the correct hour folder.

4. Take out planner and update due dates or plans for the week.

5. Take out class materials

6. Quietly wait for class to begin or engage in appropriate conversation with

classmates.

Classroom Requirements and Expectations:

-Cell phones will be turned in at the beginning of the hour at the front of the room with

no exceptions. Students will be invited by the educator to retrieve their phones at the end of

the hour.

-Students are expected to be prepared for class when they walk in the door. This means that

homework is complete, reading is done, and students are prepared to share thoughts and

reflections during class discussions. Materials must come with you to class every day.

-Discussion is a huge part of this class, so the expectation is that you are polite, courteous and

kind to your classmates, even if your opinions are different. Taking turns talking is paramount,

and interruptions will not be tolerated. These requirements apply to all class interactions.

-Students must always respect the psychological, physical, emotional, and verbal boundaries of

their classmates at all times. We treat others as we want to be treated.

-Appropriate language will be used in the classroom at all times.

-Make up work and will be due within 2 days of the absence and make-up tests will need to be

scheduled outside of formal class time. (Late work will be accepted for partial credit. 10%

off for every day late.)

Behavior Management: Inappropriate behaviors will be resolved on a case by case basis. I

always believe that students should have the opportunity to explain the behavior privately but if

a student is being particularly disruptive, they will be sent to administration, so as to not

jeopardize the precious learning time of the rest of the class.
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Class Materials:

-Writing utensils (can be whatever color or type you prefer)

-Sticky notes (for annotating class reading)

-Notebook (For writing on!)

-Folder (to store physical class documents)

-Chromebook ( for online assignments or access to references)


